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-Hello!  My name is David Brooks – I am a Character TD, currently working in -Hello!  My name is David Brooks – I am a Character TD, currently working in 
the UK with Andy Serkis' Company The Imaginarium, and specialising in the UK with Andy Serkis' Company The Imaginarium, and specialising in 
Facial Rigging.Facial Rigging.

-Thank you to Kris and Vivien for inviting me to the Pixel Conference.  It -Thank you to Kris and Vivien for inviting me to the Pixel Conference.  It 
really is a pleasure to be here – and thank you for coming along for this talk.really is a pleasure to be here – and thank you for coming along for this talk.

-For those of you who haven't seen the feature film 'The Pirates!'  here is a -For those of you who haven't seen the feature film 'The Pirates!'  here is a 
short clip of the Pirate Captain being introduced to Bobo by Charles Darwinshort clip of the Pirate Captain being introduced to Bobo by Charles Darwin

while clip == not shown:while clip == not shown:
show clip 'manpanzee'show clip 'manpanzee'



  

-When 'The Pirates!' was given the green light by Sony in late 2008, the film went into -When 'The Pirates!' was given the green light by Sony in late 2008, the film went into 
pre-production, and I was brought onboard early 2009 to work with the model makers pre-production, and I was brought onboard early 2009 to work with the model makers 
on facial expression for all the characterson facial expression for all the characters

-Up until this point, Aardman had created their facial expression by hand with -Up until this point, Aardman had created their facial expression by hand with 
'Replacement' or 'Substitution Animation', where key facial poses were sculpted and 'Replacement' or 'Substitution Animation', where key facial poses were sculpted and 
then swapped mid-animation to create the illusion the characters were talkingthen swapped mid-animation to create the illusion the characters were talking

The Physical ProcessThe Physical Process



  

-During the course of filming, these mouths -During the course of filming, these mouths 
would degrade, and dry out.would degrade, and dry out.

-Quite often these key shapes were -Quite often these key shapes were 
sculpted even more on the studio floor to sculpted even more on the studio floor to 
create finer inbetweens, and slowing in or create finer inbetweens, and slowing in or 
out.  So the original shape was lost and out.  So the original shape was lost and 
needed to be remade for future shots.needed to be remade for future shots.

  -The seam between the mouth and the -The seam between the mouth and the 
head had to be smoothed over by hand each head had to be smoothed over by hand each 
time.time.

-Time consuming process!-Time consuming process!

The Physical ProcessThe Physical Process
- Problems -- Problems -



  

-Henry Selick's 2009 Stop Motion Feature, -Henry Selick's 2009 Stop Motion Feature, 
Coraline, pioneered a technique where the Coraline, pioneered a technique where the 
facial expression was created using Rapid facial expression was created using Rapid 
PrototypingPrototyping
-Characters were modelled in Maya, then -Characters were modelled in Maya, then 
rigged for animation.rigged for animation.
-Next they were handed off to CG -Next they were handed off to CG 
animators, who created performances for animators, who created performances for 
test lines of dialoguetest lines of dialogue
-When the animators had chosen a key set -When the animators had chosen a key set 
of facial expressions, these were exported of facial expressions, these were exported 
as .STL filesas .STL files
-These were then printed in resin for use on -These were then printed in resin for use on 
the Studio Floorthe Studio Floor

Coraline – The Digital Coraline – The Digital 
ProcessProcess



  

-Occasionally animators might request -Occasionally animators might request 
'special' one off shapes that would be 'special' one off shapes that would be 
required for particular shots, and these required for particular shots, and these 
would go through the same pipelinewould go through the same pipeline
-Even the spray of the water from the shower -Even the spray of the water from the shower 
head was created digitally as geometry first, head was created digitally as geometry first, 
then Rapid Prototypedthen Rapid Prototyped
-This degree of fidelity in stop motion facial -This degree of fidelity in stop motion facial 
expression got us very excited, and in 2008 expression got us very excited, and in 2008 
testing of various printers began at testing of various printers began at 
Aardman!Aardman!

By the time I arrived Aardman were printing By the time I arrived Aardman were printing 
miniature ships – complete with sails and miniature ships – complete with sails and 
ropes!ropes!

Coraline – The Digital Coraline – The Digital 
ProcessProcess



  

Pirates! - The ProcessPirates! - The Process

Step 1Step 1 – SCULPT  Head was sculpted in  – SCULPT  Head was sculpted in 
Plastilene, a wax based clay.Plastilene, a wax based clay.



  

Pirates! - The processPirates! - The process

Step 2 - SCANStep 2 - SCAN
-We scanned the sculpt with a high quality 3D scanner.  We ended up with a very dense -We scanned the sculpt with a high quality 3D scanner.  We ended up with a very dense 
mesh consisting of millions of points.mesh consisting of millions of points.
-We then exported this data as an STL file for the modellers to work with.-We then exported this data as an STL file for the modellers to work with.
-We used algorithms provided by GOM Systems to retain features but prune the vertex -We used algorithms provided by GOM Systems to retain features but prune the vertex 
count.  This made file sizes managable.count.  This made file sizes managable.



  

Pirates! - The processPirates! - The process

Step 3 - RetopologyStep 3 - Retopology
-The scan model was then Re-topologised.-The scan model was then Re-topologised.
(Re-topology is simply the process of (Re-topology is simply the process of 
redefining edgeloops on a mesh, whilst redefining edgeloops on a mesh, whilst 
retaining it's original shape)retaining it's original shape)
-This allowed strategic edgeloop placement -This allowed strategic edgeloop placement 
essential for good deformationessential for good deformation
-We also needed to retain assymetry, as each -We also needed to retain assymetry, as each 
character had small imperfections in their character had small imperfections in their 
sculpt, and the characters looked odd when sculpt, and the characters looked odd when 
mirrored down the centre linemirrored down the centre line

-We used Z Brush to achieve this-We used Z Brush to achieve this
-The re-topology tools allowed us to create -The re-topology tools allowed us to create 
and edit the edgeloop flow as we went alongand edit the edgeloop flow as we went along
-It also provided symmetry and reprojection -It also provided symmetry and reprojection 
tools so we could build both sides very tools so we could build both sides very 
quickly and then re-apply the assymetry that quickly and then re-apply the assymetry that 
made each character so unique.made each character so unique.



  

Pirates! - The processPirates! - The process

Step 4 – Modelling the fitStep 4 – Modelling the fit
-Due to the design of each puppet, the way the -Due to the design of each puppet, the way the 
head fitted together was uniquehead fitted together was unique
-Each character needed the cross section -Each character needed the cross section 
modelled where the mouth fit onto the headmodelled where the mouth fit onto the head
-Recesses needed to be modelled for strong -Recesses needed to be modelled for strong 
magnets, for keeping the mouth attachedmagnets, for keeping the mouth attached
-Being Pirates, lots of the characters had facial -Being Pirates, lots of the characters had facial 
furniture – hats, cork noses, beardsfurniture – hats, cork noses, beards
-Some had physical mechanisms built into the -Some had physical mechanisms built into the 
head cavity – for example Curvaceous Pirate had head cavity – for example Curvaceous Pirate had 
a beard squash and stretch mechanisma beard squash and stretch mechanism
-All of these internal structures required -All of these internal structures required 
modelling and careful attention by our teammodelling and careful attention by our team

-Modellers don't usually have to deal with real-life -Modellers don't usually have to deal with real-life 
thicknesses of materialsthicknesses of materials
-If interior edges were too close, once printed – -If interior edges were too close, once printed – 
light would shine through them on the studio light would shine through them on the studio 
floor, or they would be too brittle on the edges floor, or they would be too brittle on the edges 
and break!and break!



  

Pirates! - The processPirates! - The process

Step 5 – Facial RiggingStep 5 – Facial Rigging
-Initially Aardman had proposed the possibility of there being 100+ bespoke -Initially Aardman had proposed the possibility of there being 100+ bespoke 
Facial RigsFacial Rigs
-I quickly proposed a modular rig package – a file structure containing -I quickly proposed a modular rig package – a file structure containing 
scripts for automating the rigging processscripts for automating the rigging process
-By streamlining and standardising the rigging, we would have much more -By streamlining and standardising the rigging, we would have much more 
time to hone the aesthetics of each charactertime to hone the aesthetics of each character
-Upgrades to rigs would be quicker-Upgrades to rigs would be quicker
-It would also enforce consistency essential for animation transfer between -It would also enforce consistency essential for animation transfer between 
rigsrigs
-Rigs would also remain familiar for the artists using the assets-Rigs would also remain familiar for the artists using the assets



  

Facial RiggingFacial Rigging
RequestsRequests

-When automating the rig setup – The Heads -When automating the rig setup – The Heads 
of Animation at Aardman asked for some of Animation at Aardman asked for some 
extra features in the rigextra features in the rig
-They specifically wanted to be able to bend -They specifically wanted to be able to bend 
and deform the teeth, as well as hide the and deform the teeth, as well as hide the 
teeth – half a tooth at a time!teeth – half a tooth at a time!
-With previous projects involving Wallace and -With previous projects involving Wallace and 
Gromit, they could widen the Characters' Gromit, they could widen the Characters' 
mouths to extremes – moulding and cutting mouths to extremes – moulding and cutting 
the teeth as they saw fit, so they wanted the the teeth as they saw fit, so they wanted the 
same functionality in the rig as plasticine same functionality in the rig as plasticine 
teethteeth
-This was not welcome news for the -This was not welcome news for the 
modellers – this meant they had to model the modellers – this meant they had to model the 
teeth in halves for every Character :Dteeth in halves for every Character :D

`



  

Facial RiggingFacial Rigging
RequestsRequests

-The Stop Motion Animators also -The Stop Motion Animators also 
asked for a tongue that they could asked for a tongue that they could 
sculptsculpt
-They wanted to be able to pose the -They wanted to be able to pose the 
tongue generally, but also work in tongue generally, but also work in 
extreme detail, tweaking the surface extreme detail, tweaking the surface 
on a per-vertex levelon a per-vertex level
- This would enable them to create - This would enable them to create 
the sense that the teeth were biting the sense that the teeth were biting 
into the tongue – to create phonemes into the tongue – to create phonemes 
like 'LTH'like 'LTH'

-By layering deformers we came up -By layering deformers we came up 
with a light solution that had varying with a light solution that had varying 
levels of sculpts, but could still be levels of sculpts, but could still be 
posed quickly and generallyposed quickly and generally



  

Facial Rigging – Facial Rigging – 
The ProcessThe Process

-Before rigging each character, the -Before rigging each character, the 
topology was checkedtopology was checked
-On deforming areas – I enforced quads-On deforming areas – I enforced quads
-Wherever there needed to be a junction of -Wherever there needed to be a junction of 
edges – these were pushed to an area that edges – these were pushed to an area that 
moved as a whole as opposed to moved as a whole as opposed to 
deforming or stretchingdeforming or stretching
-This was essential as the rig had to -This was essential as the rig had to 
accordion those edgeloops into extreme accordion those edgeloops into extreme 
shapes, as if they were sculpted plasticineshapes, as if they were sculpted plasticine



  

Facial Rigging – Facial Rigging – 
The ProcessThe Process

-The automated system consisted of two stages-The automated system consisted of two stages
-The Rig Build-The Rig Build

AndAnd
-Shape Refinement-Shape Refinement

-Both required a unique set of tools-Both required a unique set of tools

-Aim was to make the rig structure build fairly quick-Aim was to make the rig structure build fairly quick
-So that we could spend the maximum time refining the -So that we could spend the maximum time refining the 
performanceperformance



  

Facial Rigging – Facial Rigging – 
The Rig BuildThe Rig Build

-I wrote scripts that would create -I wrote scripts that would create 
temporary joint placeholders that I temporary joint placeholders that I 
called markerscalled markers
-They represented visually the jaw -They represented visually the jaw 
joints, lip sculpt joints and the joints, lip sculpt joints and the 
tonguetongue
-They could be stored, loaded and -They could be stored, loaded and 
mirrored for quick placementmirrored for quick placement
-Simple!-Simple!



  

Facial Rigging – Facial Rigging – 
The Rig BuildThe Rig Build

-Once the markers were positioned -Once the markers were positioned 
in the scene, the build script would in the scene, the build script would 
gather the position informationgather the position information
-Then the joint structure was -Then the joint structure was 
automatically built and orientedautomatically built and oriented

-At the time (2009) I had been -At the time (2009) I had been 
exploring the potential of Script Jobsexploring the potential of Script Jobs
-These are scripts in MEL that -These are scripts in MEL that 
execute at run timeexecute at run time
-They are useful for triggering scripts -They are useful for triggering scripts 
that run upon certain conditionsthat run upon certain conditions
-For example, selecting an object, or -For example, selecting an object, or 
changing the value of an attributechanging the value of an attribute



  

Facial Rigging – Facial Rigging – 
The Rig BuildThe Rig Build

-Problem with Script Jobs is that, -Problem with Script Jobs is that, 
like Expressions in Maya, they slow like Expressions in Maya, they slow 
down your scenedown your scene
-So I wrote a trigger script that just -So I wrote a trigger script that just 
relied on ONE script jobrelied on ONE script job
-This script job would work upon -This script job would work upon 
selection change, and consult a selection change, and consult a 
string list to find it's corresponding string list to find it's corresponding 
commandcommand
-For those of you who use Python, -For those of you who use Python, 
this was my way of creating a this was my way of creating a 
dictionary in MELdictionary in MEL
-It meant I could have hundreds of -It meant I could have hundreds of 
stored commands, but only one stored commands, but only one 
script job running in the scenescript job running in the scene



  

Facial Rigging – Facial Rigging – 
The Rig BuildThe Rig Build

-I used the Script Job trigger system to -I used the Script Job trigger system to 
build the next stage - a UI for assigning build the next stage - a UI for assigning 
skin weightsskin weights
-You could assign the weighting to -You could assign the weighting to 
characters generally and quickly – made characters generally and quickly – made 
life for the TDs easierlife for the TDs easier
-Weighting was then assigned -Weighting was then assigned 
automatically and the weight maps automatically and the weight maps 
smoothed according to mesh densitysmoothed according to mesh density

-You can also see the orange area along -You can also see the orange area along 
the top of this mouththe top of this mouth
-This region was 'frozen' for the purposes -This region was 'frozen' for the purposes 
of the physical fit, and was also assigned of the physical fit, and was also assigned 
using this UIusing this UI



  

Facial Rigging – Facial Rigging – 
The Rig BuildThe Rig Build

-I also created a weight editing -I also created a weight editing 
UI for fine tuning the skin weight UI for fine tuning the skin weight 
mapsmaps
-You should try to only ever -You should try to only ever 
weight between two regionsweight between two regions
-The UI managed the locking and -The UI managed the locking and 
unlocking of weighted regionsunlocking of weighted regions

-Served as a visual tool for -Served as a visual tool for 
weighting, showing the region weighting, showing the region 
you were taking weight from, and you were taking weight from, and 
which region you were giving which region you were giving 
weight toweight to



  

Facial Rigging – Facial Rigging – 
Shape RefinementShape Refinement

-The Stop Motion Animators specifically asked for a Phonetics Rig.  Each -The Stop Motion Animators specifically asked for a Phonetics Rig.  Each 
phoneme was crucial and needed several revisions (often 40+)phoneme was crucial and needed several revisions (often 40+)
-Some basic example phonemes AH OH OO LTH MBP FV EE-Some basic example phonemes AH OH OO LTH MBP FV EE
-I wrote a system of versioning the mouths in the Maya scene, so that the -I wrote a system of versioning the mouths in the Maya scene, so that the 
user had a backlog of sculpts that they could summon with no load timeuser had a backlog of sculpts that they could summon with no load time
-This became key for approvals, quickly switching between previous and -This became key for approvals, quickly switching between previous and 
later revisionslater revisions
-You could also summon a tree of revisions in the scene, highlighting the -You could also summon a tree of revisions in the scene, highlighting the 
development of each shape for the Lead Animators to orbit around and development of each shape for the Lead Animators to orbit around and 
comparecompare

-Approval is key!  So was presentation and readability to Aardman-Approval is key!  So was presentation and readability to Aardman



  

Facial Rigging – Facial Rigging – 
Shape RefinementShape Refinement

-We wanted to give the animators as much flexibility as they -We wanted to give the animators as much flexibility as they 
were used towere used to
-On the studio floor they were used to opening up the jaw some -On the studio floor they were used to opening up the jaw some 
more and sculpting into the shape some more... and so onmore and sculpting into the shape some more... and so on
-We wanted the rig to feel 'sculptable'-We wanted the rig to feel 'sculptable'
-So when making a new revision to a phoneme, the jaw rotation -So when making a new revision to a phoneme, the jaw rotation 
was syphoned off and stored as a valuewas syphoned off and stored as a value
-The sculpt was saved as a corrective shape.  This allowed the -The sculpt was saved as a corrective shape.  This allowed the 
shape to be applied as an additive to the jaw arc movement shape to be applied as an additive to the jaw arc movement 
achieved via the skinningachieved via the skinning



  

Facial Rigging – Facial Rigging – 
Shape RefinementShape Refinement

-We also wanted the Animators to be able to sculpt the lip -We also wanted the Animators to be able to sculpt the lip 
area, pull it around and create pleasant shapesarea, pull it around and create pleasant shapes
-They needed to be soft and general, creating soft appealing -They needed to be soft and general, creating soft appealing 
edgesedges
-Half of this would be achieved through the skinning-Half of this would be achieved through the skinning
-The other half would be creating sculpt controls that adhere -The other half would be creating sculpt controls that adhere 
to the mesh surfaceto the mesh surface



  

Facial Rigging – Facial Rigging – 
Sculpt ControlsSculpt Controls

-Here is the process for creating sculpt controls that adhere to the -Here is the process for creating sculpt controls that adhere to the 
surface (Mark Piretti, Keith Lango et al):surface (Mark Piretti, Keith Lango et al):
--Mesh AMesh A (Our head mesh) is duplicated to create  (Our head mesh) is duplicated to create Mesh BMesh B
--Mesh BMesh B is connected to  is connected to Mesh AMesh A as a blendshape deformer or morph  as a blendshape deformer or morph 
target.  This is our first layer of deformationtarget.  This is our first layer of deformation
--Mesh AMesh A is then skinned to the jaw joints, which open and close the  is then skinned to the jaw joints, which open and close the 
mouth in an arc.  This is the second layer of deformationmouth in an arc.  This is the second layer of deformation
--Mesh BMesh B is then skinned to a series of sculpt joints is then skinned to a series of sculpt joints
-Control objects are created at the same position and orientation as -Control objects are created at the same position and orientation as 
the sculpts and riveted (attached) to the sculpts and riveted (attached) to Mesh AMesh A
-These controls are connected to the translation of the sculpt joints -These controls are connected to the translation of the sculpt joints 
driving driving Mesh BMesh B
-Now when the morph target is active, we can sculpt -Now when the morph target is active, we can sculpt Mesh AMesh A using  using 
the controlsthe controls



  

Facial Rigging – Facial Rigging – 
Sculpt ControlsSculpt Controls

-Sculpt joints -Sculpt joints > sculpts skin >> sculpts skin >  Mesh BMesh B  > blendshape > jaw skin >> blendshape > jaw skin >  Mesh AMesh A

-BUT there is a problem here.  -BUT there is a problem here.  Mesh AMesh A's controls inherit the deformation of 's controls inherit the deformation of 
the surface, because they are rivetedthe surface, because they are riveted
-So we get twice the desired translation – Double Transformation-So we get twice the desired translation – Double Transformation
-So to fix this, we mute the translation of the control object – by applying it's -So to fix this, we mute the translation of the control object – by applying it's 
inverse space to a group above itinverse space to a group above it
-Now the control object only inherits the deformation of the surface-Now the control object only inherits the deformation of the surface

-This gives great behaviour, where surrounding sculpts are carried by the -This gives great behaviour, where surrounding sculpts are carried by the 
surface influence, but with no double transformationsurface influence, but with no double transformation



  

Facial Rigging – Facial Rigging – 
Shape RefinementShape Refinement

-So now we had sculpt controls, with automatic -So now we had sculpt controls, with automatic 
weighting and a UI to speed up weight refinementweighting and a UI to speed up weight refinement
-Because the rig build was automatic, we could -Because the rig build was automatic, we could 
use the rig itself to aid in sculpting the phonemesuse the rig itself to aid in sculpting the phonemes
-As we refined more characters, we had more -As we refined more characters, we had more 
assets to build new characters, re-use skin assets to build new characters, re-use skin 
weights and retarget face shapesweights and retarget face shapes

-I wrote a tool that would lay out all the possible -I wrote a tool that would lay out all the possible 
rig combinations on the timeline as a facial rig combinations on the timeline as a facial 
workoutworkout
-You could tweak the poses in the rig, then bake -You could tweak the poses in the rig, then bake 
those back into the shapes from the rig itselfthose back into the shapes from the rig itself



  

Facial Rigging - Facial Rigging - 
AutomationAutomation

-If you are planning to rig multiple Characters in an automated -If you are planning to rig multiple Characters in an automated 
setup, don't dive into writing scripts straight awaysetup, don't dive into writing scripts straight away
-Test your build first, make sure Animators are happy – refine -Test your build first, make sure Animators are happy – refine 
and refine until the rig is perfectand refine until the rig is perfect
-Then start building your toolset, confident the rig will be -Then start building your toolset, confident the rig will be 
exactly what the animators needexactly what the animators need

-Most of a Rigger's work is in the development stages-Most of a Rigger's work is in the development stages
-Then later it is supporting Animators with requests-Then later it is supporting Animators with requests

-So make sure you have a good foundation in the rig, before -So make sure you have a good foundation in the rig, before 
building functionality on top, as it will come back to get you!building functionality on top, as it will come back to get you!



  

Rapid PrototypingRapid Prototyping
Results!Results!



  

Rapid PrototypingRapid Prototyping
Results!Results!



  

Rapid PrototypingRapid Prototyping
Results!Results!



  

Rapid PrototypingRapid Prototyping
Results!Results!



  

Rapid PrototypingRapid Prototyping
Results!Results!



  

Special thanks to Kris, Special thanks to Kris, 
Vivien, Aardman Features Vivien, Aardman Features 
and Sony Pictures Animationand Sony Pictures Animation

Thank you!Thank you!
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